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Celebrate the bicentennial of Joseph Smith's birth with Opening the Heavens, one of the most persuasive books on Joseph's prophetic calling ever compiled. It is a perfect gift to give to family or friends on the eve of Christmas Eve—Joseph's birthday 200 years ago. Read accounts of those who were there and witnessed the outpouring of divine manifestations, from Joseph's many accounts of the First Vision to the hundreds of recorded accounts of the time the mantle of Joseph fell on Brigham.

"Opening the Heavens allows readers to decide for themselves about certain key events of the Restoration, such as the First Vision and the translation of the Book of Mormon. All the crucial documents are laid open for inspection with enough commentary to put them in context. For serious students of Latter-day Saint history, nothing could be more helpful—and inspiring."

—Richard Lyman Bushman
Gouverneur Morris Professor of History Emeritus, Columbia University
Latter-day Saints often worry about psychotherapy negatively affecting their souls—for good reason. Even religious therapists may promote anti-gospel principles. This hazard is particularly extreme when therapists are unaware of their practicing assumptions. Now counselors—and their clients—can go to Turning Freud Upside Down for a gospel corrective to that problem.

No mere Freud basher, this book indicts basic concepts riddling much of traditional psychotherapy.

“If you want to think about psychotherapy in dramatically new ways, read Turning Freud Upside Down. As its title suggests, this book upends traditional psychological dogma. Far more important, it also advances alternative, gospel-based views of human behavior and personality. LDS and other Christian clinicians who feel lost in the trenches will find this book an indispensable map for moving further away from secular assumptions and techniques to a more spiritual base. I eagerly await the forthcoming volumes in this series.”

Godfrey J. Ellis, Ph.D.
Director of the Master’s Program in Counseling Psychology
St. Martin’s University
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